ABSTRACT

The lifetime of sensor nodes and the energy of sensor is the major concern for building any algorithm in Wireless Sensor Networks. Wireless Sensor Algorithms works for both unicasting and multicasting. In this paper a new algorithm is proposed which enhance the performance of sensor nodes on various parameters like throughput, packet-delivery ratio, consumed energy of various sensor nodes. Evaluation of the new algorithm on various above said parameters has been done.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor networks is a type of network in which nodes are scattered throughout the specified area in a random position. WSN has its usefulness in all the areas now a days. They have been used to track any person, device, animals, temperature, etc. Sensors-They are the devices which respond to any change in their physical conditions. Study of various algorithms have been done before caring out this algorithm. In Wireless sensor network, if after deploying the sensors, the battery gets exhausted, then we need to change them. But after once deploying the batteries, it is a very tough job to replace some of the overused batteries. Therefore, need to find certain algorithms, by using which, the batteries are used for a longer period of time, and thus the lifetime of the sensor nodes get increased. Energy efficient algorithm ensures that the energy of batteries will last for long and also they will cover more number of sensor nodes in the network i.e the lifetime of the sensor nodes will increase.

The various algorithms which have been studied are Load Balancing Protocol – It says that, more number of sensors should be kept alive by balancing the load amongst them. The three states of sensor nodes which are defined are Active, Idle and deciding state Deterministic Energy Efficient Algorithm-The main approach of this algorithm is to low the energy rate when it is required by low energy sensors, and to increase the energy consumption rate for high energy targets.

Given a sensor region P, various sensors p₁,p₂,p₃,...,pₙ and a various targets r₁,r₂,r₃,...,rₙ and energy supply for each sensor dᵢ and an assignment of range for each sensor in a set Kᵢ such that

a) each target should be covered by a sensor
b) each sensor pᵢ does not appear in the set Kᵢ,...,Kₖ for a time more than dᵢ, where dᵢ is the initial energy of sensor of pᵢ[1]

Fig 1 components of Sensor nodes
2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The algorithm which is proposed here is as follows-

Group Based Energy Efficient Algorithm (GBEE)

When the group Head g, is unable to get the data packets from a node d during the given time for two times in succession, at that time g informs the entry Node e, by giving the data packet \( <d, (z_d, z_d+1), Lo_g> \). Here d is the id of the lost node, \( (z_d,z_d+1) \) are the time slots during which packets are not reached at the destination, \( Lo_g \) is the current position of the group Head.

Begin
Step 1: e receives \( <d, (z_d,z_d+1), Lo_g> \) from g
Step 2: e sends a packet to d and asks for its position after a fixed interval of time till any further information and then waits for <ackn> from d
Step 3: if e receives \( <d, Lo_d> \) update \( \text{stat}_d= \text{high} \) else \( \text{stat}_d= \text{low} \)
if \( \text{stat}_d= \text{high} \)
{Step 4: e computes the distance \( \text{dist} \) between \( Lo_g \) and \( Lo_d \) and compare \( \text{dist} \) with the radio transmission ranges of d and g.
Step 5: if d is out of range then e signals g for slot reassessment and also signals d for not sending any packet to g ,else signal g to wait for data in the further expected time range of d.}
else
{Step 6: signal g for time range reassessment}
Step 7: if g computes the location of d & g as within the Radio transmission range of each other then signal g to assign time range for d and also signal d to send the packets towards g and not to send position to e
End

3. METHODOLOGY

The following steps are considered for simulating the above said algorithm
1)Sensor and target script is build, which have all the information like identifier of node, the position of several nodes, battery level or we can say the energy of the sensors.
2)Simulation is started via command prompt of Cygwin by writing “startx” on it. Then NS2 window appears, there only we executed our script. In that NS2 script, all the configurations have been done, that is, targets and sensors and various other parameters are defined.
3)Script is executed using those parameters.
4)After that a NAM window appears, the simulation is carried out up till the targets are covered by the sensors. All this is shown in NAM(network animator) itself.
5)When the simulation is halted, the various results are being generated on the x-graph, like packet delivery ratio, throughput and energy consumed by sensor nodes.
6)The analysis of the x-graph has been done in the following sections.
7)Conclusion of findings have been done.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation is performed 1000m*1000m area . Number of sensors taken is 20 to 25, number of targets taken is 20 to 25. The sensing range taken is 0 to 30m. The maximum sensing range taken is 30m.
For the evaluation following parameters are considered-
Throughput – It is the ratio of time taken to actually deliver the packet at its destination to the total number of packets actually sent.
Consumption of energy-total energy consumed from time to time in the network process.
Packet-delivery ratio-It is amount of packets actually delivered at the sink.

In the simulation of algorithm, the following results are obtained. These are the simulation results of algorithm ,Group Based Energy Efficient Algorithm(GBEE).

![Figure 2](Figure 2 this is the figure showing the console window of Group based Energy Efficient protocol)
Figure 3 shows the packet delivery ratio.

Figure 4 shows the energy consumed in various time slots by different nodes.

Figure 5 graph shows the throughput of the group.

Figure 6 shows the NAM window.

5. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

In this section, analysis of the results have been done. The performance of the above mentioned algorithm is evaluated on the parameters like throughput, energy consumption, packet-delivery ratio. Fig3 depicts, the various packets actually delivered at the destination. Fig5, depicts that as the network increases the throughput decreases. By fig4, it is observed that the energy is consumed less by using this algorithm and thus the lifetime of sensor nodes increases.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, simulation using NS2 for an energy efficient algorithm is carried out. The name of the algorithm is “Group based energy efficient algorithm”. The packet-delivery ratio, throughput, and energy consumption of sensor
nodes are the parameters which are being evaluated by using the algorithm in WSN. Thus the proposed algorithms improve the energy consumption of sensor nodes and thus increases the lifetime.
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